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ABSTRACT
Today’s smart cities use thousands of physical sensors distributed
across the urban landscape to support decision making in areas
such as infrastructure monitoring, public health, and resource management. These weather-hardened devices require power and connectivity, and often cost thousands just to install, let alone maintain.
In this paper, we show how long-range laser vibrometry can be used
for low-cost, city-scale sensing. Although typically limited to just a
few meters of sensing range, the use of retrorefective markers can
boost this to 1km or more. Fortuitously, cities already make extensive use of retrorefective materials for street signs, construction
barriers, road studs, license plates, and many other markings. We
describe how our prototype system can co-opt these existing markers at very long ranges and use them as unpowered accelerometers
for use in a wide variety of sensing applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile
computing; Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and
tools;
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INTRODUCTION

Urban environments are vast and complex, with a wide range of
facets that city planners, public transit agencies, business owners,
citizens, and many other stakeholders might wish to sense [17, 22,
41, 54]. This sensor data can be used by cities to increase mobility
[5], improve operational efciency [38], boost quality of life [41],
and become more sustainable [29]. For this reason, the concept
of smart cities is gaining traction, but due to high cost, city-scale
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deployments are rare today except in mature and narrow use cases,
such as trafc fow [53, 55] and gunshot detection [8, 46]. This
leaves an exceptionally long tail of small, but interesting smart city
applications with no viable source of data and without budgets to
put them into practice.
The primary reason for such high costs is that today’s smart city
sensing paradigm is built around massive deployment of physical
sensing infrastructure. One notable example efort is Chicago’s
Array of Things project [2], launched in 2015. Backed by at least
$4M in funding, the project has deployed 130 sensing nodes on
poles through the city as of January of 2020. In general, these
smart city nodes are weather-hardened devices requiring power and
connectivity, and cost thousands to install on a pole, not including
hardware and maintenance costs, which is almost certainly many
times more expensive. Thus, the central thesis of our research is
that to unlock the potential of smart cities, a truly tectonic shift in
city-scale sensing is needed to 1) dramatically reduce deployment
costs, 2) virtually eliminate maintenance, and 3) generalize across
a wide array of sensing applications that can improve cities. Today,
4.1 billion people – a majority of the world’s population, live in
urban areas, and thus cities occupy a central role in modern human
life. Understanding cities is to understand ourselves, and if cities can
be made smarter through sensors and computing, we can improve
the quality of life for many people.
In this paper, we present one candidate method for ultra-widearea sensing that could be applied to the expansive urban landscape
and meet our aforementioned three criteria. More specifcally, we
suggest a novel application of laser vibrometry, used extensively
in felds such as industrial quality control, aeronautics, and structural health monitoring [14, 30, 35]. These sensors (described in
greater detail later) are generally used to sense at a few meters
range. However, the sensing range can be signifcantly increased
by attaching a retrorefective sticker (or equivalent marker) to a
surface of interest, which greatly increases the returned laser light
and permits accurate measurement. Importantly, the “smarts” (and
expense) is limited to the vibrometer itself (e.g., the entry-level
Polytec VibroGo costs around $30k [42]), with retrorefective tape
costing less than 1 USD per yard. Of course, given the number of
facets we might wish to sense across a city, this approach does
not necessarily meet our frst criteria (i.e., having to go out and
specially tag all of these objects would drive up deployment cost).
The second key insight that drove this research project was
the fact that many cities, very fortuitously, have already deployed
retrorefectors by the tens of thousands. Street signs, construction
barriers, road studs, lane stripes, trafc control signage, license
plates, bicycle retrorefectors, and many other objects in the urban
domain are made with retrorefective materials to improve visibility
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Figure 1: Examples of retrorefective signs and markers that
exist in urban environments.
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Figure 3: Speckle pattern refected of of a remote retrorefective marker as captured by an exposed CCD (i.e., no focus optics).
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at night. Figure 1 ofers a small sampling of the items we found
during our explorations. In a fve-city survey we conducted, described later, we found an average density of ∼ 7000 retrorefectors
per square kilometer. In essence, cities have already unknowingly
invested and built out all of the sensing infrastructure our approach
needs.
Our approach allows these existing retrorefectors (requiring
no power or connectivity) to be functionally appropriated as lowresolution accelerometers at extreme ranges. As much prior work
has shown, accelerometers can be rich signal sources used to power
a wide range of domestic and commercial activity recognition tasks,
e.g., [27, 28]. We show how many of the same techniques can be
applied to the civic domain, and we showcase eleven example uses
to illustrate the potential and generalizability of our approach,
meeting our third criteria. Before that, we describe the core concepts
that underpin the physics of our approach and review key related
work. We then describe our proof-of-concept system, which cost
us around $600 to build (much less in volume production), before
moving to an evaluation that validates our sensing approach. Finally,
we conclude this work with a wide variety of smart city applications
enabled by our sensing technique.

Figure 2: Two typical micro-structures of retrorefective materials: beads and corner refectors.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

As a primer, we quickly review some relevant physics. Traditional
refectors, like a mirror one might have at home, bounce energy
at the same angle at which a ray approaches the surface, mirrored
across the surface normal. In contrast, retrorefectors return energy
back along the exact same vector as the source. This ability to return energy towards the source of emission is particularly useful
for urban signage and markers, where illumination from vehicle
headlights makes them highly visible without the need for powered artifcial lighting at the sign (i.e., signs can be totally passive).
There are two general types of retrorefector geometry used for
wavelengths in and around the visible light spectrum (Figure 2).
The frst are spherical beads, made of glass or plastic, which have a
carefully formulated index of refraction such that light escapes the
sphere at the same angle of incidence. A second bead variety uses
half-mirrored spheres to achieve retrorefection. Finally, retrorefectors made from right-angle prisms (also called corner refectors)
are very common. For a more in-depth review on the physics of
refection, we recommend [7].
There are two main types of laser vibrometry. First are ones built
around interferometry [9, 18], where minute surface vibrations of
an object cause the laser light to return at a slightly diferent phase
than the emitted signal, which is used as a reference. Mixing these
two signals together (using sophisticated internal optics) creates
constructive and destructive interference, which can be read by a
sensitive photodetector. The second type of laser vibrometry takes
advantage of the refected laser speckle pattern [57] (Figure 3).
Object vibrations cause the refected pattern to oscillate, and thus a
photosensor placed in the light feld will observe the speckle pattern
translating through its feld of view, causing the received intensity
to rise and fall. This AC signal encodes an object’s vibrations, and
the DC component is useful for detecting the presence or occlusion
of retrorefectors in the environment. For our proof-of-concept
hardware, we use the intensity-based approach, but both types of
laser vibrometry are applicable.
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Table 1: Results from our retrorefective marker survey of two-block regions in fve cities.

City

On Structure

On Pole

On Vehicle

On Tree

On Road

On Misc.

Total
Count

Area
(m2 )

Density
(count/km2 )

0
5
17
24
11

104
52
11
188
103

89
173
99
65
71

3
0
0
4
0

0
0
11
39
6

0
0
0
8
1

196
230
138
328
192

45491.0
26990.5
47430.1
33038.3
19863.2

4308.5
8521.5
2909.5
9927.9
9666.1

Ann Arbor, USA
Enfeld, UK
Harbin, China
Pittsburgh, USA
Stuttgart, Germany
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RETROREFLECTOR SURVEY

While we anecdotally knew there were many retrorefective signs
and markers deployed in cities, we wished to more formally catalog
their uses and placements, and also derive an estimate of their
density. For this, we surveyed two-block regions adjacent to the
city centers of fve mid-sized cities – one in Asia (i.e., Harbin), two in
North America (i.e., Ann Arbor and Pittsburgh), and two in Europe
(i.e., Enfeld and Stuttgart). We only cataloged along public streets,
and we did not survey any interior spaces, nor exterior spaces that
existed inside of the street grid (e.g., surface parking lots). We also
treated vehicles as a special category, as they often feature seven
or more discrete retrorefectors (depending on local law, e.g., [13]).
Rather than counting these as separate retrorefectors, we count
them as one in our tally.
In total, we found 1084 retrorefectors in a cumulative area
of 172, 813/m2 (which includes block interiors which we did
not survey). This equates to an average retrorefector density of
6272.7/km2 . In our hometown, Pittsburgh, a mid-sized city of
∼ 150km2 , it means it is likely there is on the order of a million
deployed retrorefectors, each of which is a potential smart city
sensor.
Figure 1 shows representative retrorefectors we found during
our survey. We categorized retrorefectors into six categories: 1)
Retrorefectors placed on structures, such as buildings, covered
bus stops, and phone booths. 2) Retrorefectors on poles, such as
trafc light and power line poles, as well as smaller poles used for
signs (e.g., bus stop, yield, parking information, one-way street). 3)
Retrorefectors on vehicles, which are a safety requirement that allow cars to be seen even when their lights are of. 4) Retrorefectors
on trees, which are used to reduce collisions, but seem comparatively rare. 5) Retrorefectors attached to roads, such as road studs
and fxed bollards, most often to help demark trafc fow (we note
that painted road markings are often retrorefective, but we did not
include them in this tally). Finally, 6) we found some miscellaneous
retrorefectors that did not ft neatly into our previous categories,
but what might be broadly described as “street furniture” [50] (e.g.,
retrorefectors attached to parking payment kiosks, trash dumpsters, fre hydrants, and mailboxes). Table 1 provides a breakdown
of these tabulations.

4

RELATED WORK

Our work mainly intersects with three prior research areas: physically instrumenting objects in the urban domain, wide-area sensing
approaches, and long-distance sensing specifcally using lasers.

4.1

Instrumenting Urban Objects with Sensors

Perhaps the most straightforward sensing approach is to directly
instrument urban objects of interest. Vibrations and accelerations
of infrastructure and other urban assets have already been shown
to be useful for smart city applications [15, 40]. Researchers have
also instrumented buildings and bridges with piezoelectric-based
sensors to monitor their structural health [39, 45]. It is also possible
to use piezoelectric sensors on roads for trafc fow monitoring
[31], which has seen some commercial success [37]. Fiber Bragg
grating sensors have also been embedded into infrastructure to
sense vibrations for similar uses [36, 48]. Water fooding and ice
sensors are also common, and have been installed on e.g., roadways
and sewer lines to improve safety and intervention response time
[3, 20, 34].

4.2

Wide-Area Sensing Approaches for Cities

Since instrumenting objects with sensors can be costly to scale
and maintain, it is common to leverage long-range sensors that can
detect activities from afar and can cover wider areas. The most common approaches used today are microphones [6, 8, 46] and cameras,
increasingly powered by computer vision [26, 33, 44]. Researchers
have also explored specialized sensors for air quality [43], water
quality [10] and weather sensing [19, 56]. Sensor fusion of multiple
sensor types (e.g., airborne particulates, humidity, and temperature)
has been shown to expand the range of detectable activities and
events [21, 49, 52]. Although most sensors are deployed at static
locations, researchers have also attached sensors to moving vehicles
and drones, which signifcantly extends the coverage area [24, 51].
Satellites are also a powerful remote sensing tool that enables urban
and wide-area applications such as weather forecasting, wildfre
detection, terrain mapping, forest health sensing, and urban sprawl
modeling [11, 16, 32].

4.3

Remote Sensing with Lasers

More related to our sensing technique are previous systems which
also employ lasers for remote sensing. Given their high coherence,
lasers can achieve high signal fdelity at long distances. Practical uses of laser sensing include distance and angle measurement
(e.g., surveying total stations), speed measurement (e.g., laser speed
guns), and even depth sensing (e.g., LiDAR). Closer to our work
are systems that leverage lasers to measure vibrations. Commercial laser vibrometers [42] use optical interferometry to capture
vibrations of surfaces for e.g., structural examination and quality
control purposes. In the research domain, prior work has explored
laser vibrometry for indoor activity recognition [47, 57]. This paper
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directly extends our own previous work on Vibrosight [57], which
focused on indoor activity and appliance recognition at room-scale.
The longest sensing range demonstrated by Vibrosight was less
than 10m, whereas our new system works outdoors at hundreds of
meters and hence the name of our system – Vibrosight++.

5

VIBROSIGHT++ SYSTEM

In this section, we describe our Vibrosight++ system, which includes
hardware and software components working together to achieve
our vision of long-range vibrometry sensing. Towards the end of
our pipeline, we create several diferent processed signal streams,
which are used to power diferent sensing applications.

5.1

Hardware

Our system (Figure 4) consists of two major hardware components:
1) a pan-tilt motor platform, and 2) a sensor bundle. The pan-tilt
motor platform is set on a tripod and controls the angle of the sensor
with a resolution of 0.00625 degrees — corresponding to a 10mm
step at a distance of 100 meters. This pan-tilt platform allows us to
scan the environment for retrorefectors, and then cycle between
them when multiple retrorefectors are present.
The sensor bundle consists of a 200mW 650nm laser, a 1000m
range fnder, and a photodetector (Thorlabs PDA100A2). During the
initial setup, both the photodetector and the range fnder are calibrated to align with the laser (using small manual pan-tilt stages).
We inserted an optical band-pass flter (Thorlabs FB650-40) inside a 13.5cm matte black optical tube to make the photodetector
more immune to unwanted ambient light (e.g., sunlight, refections
from windows, street lights, etc.). The output of the photodetector
is amplifed and sampled by a digital audio preamp (U-PHORIA
UMC404HD) before being streamed to a laptop over USB for processing. The output of the range fnder is also streamed to the laptop
over USB.
In total, our sensing apparatus cost ∼$600 to build as a one-of
prototype. No doubt in commercial production it could be made
many times less expensive and with superior SNR. A good vantage
point with line-of-sight to many retrorefectors would likely equate
to just a few dollars per sensed point.

5.2

Eye Safety

Our laser output power is 200mW (Class III B), which is hazardous
for eye exposure at short distances, but eye safe at distances longer
than the Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance (NOHD) [23]. At constant
laser power, NOHD is inversely proportional to laser divergence.
As a safety measure, we adjusted the divergence of our laser in
accordance with ANSI Z136.1 [1]. At our tightest divergence (1.62
milliradians), the NOHD is 95m. By defocusing our laser, we can
make it eye safe down to around 46cm, where the energy density is under the recommended 2.5mW/cm2 exposure. There are
two additional ways to improve safety. First, we envision strategic placement of our system at higher vantage points to remove
the possibility of intersecting with trafc and pedestrians inside
the NOHD. Finally, our system measures the refected light intensity within 50 microseconds of laser power. This is well under the
250-millisecond exposure hazard threshold detailed in [1] if we are
operating under 2.5mW/cm2 . We use this 50-microsecond interval

Figure 4: Our system consists of several hardware components: a laser, range fnder, photodetector, optical tube with
bandpass flter, and a pan-tilt motor platform.

in our retrorefector search (described in the next section), meaning
even accidental contact with humans is non-damaging. Likewise,
when we are capturing signal from known retrorefectors, we can
easily detect if they are occluded (e.g., by a car or human), and we
turn of the laser (again within 50 microseconds) and cycle to the
next target.

5.3

Environmental Conditions

Environmental conditions such as illumination and weather (e.g.,
snowing, raining) can afect our signal. Although we can deliberately leverage these signals for weather sensing (as we will show
later in the paper), we generally consider these efects to be noise.
Our optical design includes a bandpass flter (centered on our laser
light wavelength) and the optical tube mitigates indirect rays (e.g.,
sun, street lights). Even still, our system shows higher SNR (i.e.,
∼ 1.6dB improvement) at night when there is nearly no ambient
light than when our system is operating under direct sunlight.
Cloudy weather results in SNRs somewhere between these two
extremes. In the future, measured ambient illumination level could
be used to calibrate detection pipelines. Weather conditions like
snowing and raining result in transient occlusions of the laser beam.
For vibration and motion sensing, this interference cannot be easily mitigated, and requires additional research. Until this issue is
overcome, sensing can be suspended until weather clears to avoid
false positives.

5.4

Retrorefector Search

In order to leverage existing signs and markers for sensing, we must
frst fnd them. After our system is deployed in an environment,
we defne a region of interest by specifying azimuth and elevation
ranges. Our system then raster scans this region row-by-row, with
an angular resolution of 0.05 degrees. At each angle, we measure
distance with the rangefnder in order to generate a depth map
(Figure 5, top). After the distance measurement, we measure the
ambient light level using our photodetector. We then turn on the
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Figure 5: Depth map, refectance map, and reference image of a parking lot where we conducted the retrorefector search study.
Green rectangles denote found retrofectors.
laser for 50 microseconds and take a second reading. We use the
diference between these two values to create a refectance map
(Figure 5, second from top).
Our retrorefector search algorithm uses both the depth map and
the refectance map. We begin with a noise reduction process by
using the depth map to calibrate the raw refectance values (i.e.,
points further away are scaled up to compensate for light intensity
loss over distance). We then eliminate all refectance values under a
predetermined threshold, and run a mean-shift clustering algorithm
on the remaining points.
Figure 5 ofers an example of our retrorefector search. In this
example, we deployed our sensor on the second story of a commercial building, pointing at a parking lot area roughly 1800 square
meters in size. We defned a scan scope of 110 azimuth degrees by
16 elevation degrees, and started the retrorefector search. After
the search completed, we compared our results with our manually
logged ground-truth counts and locations of the retrorefectors in
the environment. Our system correctly found 22 out of 29 retrorefectors in the environment. Two of the missed items were oriented
at extreme angles relative to our rig; while they did register on the
refectance map, the sensed light was not bright enough to avoid

being removed by thresholding. The other fve items were found,
but due to tight spacing, were clustered together into two items
as opposed to fve separate retrorefectors, which we counted as
errors.

5.5

Presence/Occlusion Sensing

To sense the presence and occlusion of retrorefectors, we used
a Teensy 4.1 (built-in ADC) to measure the output voltage of the
photodetector. A resistor is used to downscale the photodetector
output to the dynamic range of the Teensy ADC. Each measurement takes 50 microseconds to complete. These measurements are
then thresholded for presence/occlusion detection, and we use a
small voting window to add stability to the output. We found this
straightforward threshold-based detection to work well in practice.

5.6

Vibration and Motion Sensing

Vibration and motion sensing requires a higher sampling rate. For
this, we used an USB audio preamp (U-PHORIA UMC404HD) that
samples the photodetector output at 44.1kHz. This output is bandpass fltered at diferent frequency bands for diferent applications.
The fltered output contains vibration and movement information
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Figure 6: Spectrogram of a 2Hz - 2kHz swept-frequency signal (left), recorded signal from an accelerometer afxed to the
speaker diaphragm (center), and from Vibrosight++ at 128m pointing at a retrorefective marker on the speaker diaphragm
(right). All spectrograms in this paper are in log scale.

Figure 7: Sensing the vibrations of a mailbox when someone deposits a letter with a powered accelerometer attached to the
mailbox and with Vibrosight++ 60m away.
that can be directly used for applications that rely on time-domain
signals. For example, it is possible to simply count the peaks of the
vibration signal induced on road paint for trafc monitoring. For
applications that require diferentiation of events using frequencydomain characteristics (e.g., diferent vehicles with diferent engines), we compute an FFT (window size = 2048) and also maintain
a rolling spectrogram. We also sum the non-DC components as an
indicator of total vibrational power, which can be used to trigger
thresholds in some monitoring applications. For our own applications that required more complex diferentiation of signals, we used
standard machine learning techniques (i.e., SVM with linear kernel)
for classifcation and regression.

5.7

Comparison to Accelerometer

To investigate our system’s accuracy in sensing vibration and motion, we conducted a comparison study with a gold standard sensor:
a physical, powered accelerometer. To run this experiment, we used
a large diaphragm speaker (54cm diameter) powered by a 600W amplifer to output a swept frequency from 2Hz to 2kHz. We physically
attached an accelerometer (Analog Devices ADXL335) and retrorefective tape (3M 79961 Scotchlite) to the center of the diaphragm.
The analog accelerometer was read by the USB audio preamp at
44.1kHz, while our laser vibrometry setup measured vibration using
the retrorefective tape at a distance of 128m. Figure 6 illustrates
the result; the main sweep is clearly visible and linear. Note the

harmonics seen in both the accelerometer and Vibrosight++ signals
are due to the physical design of the speaker, which cannot output
a pure sine wave without secondary oscillations.
As a complement to our controlled experiment, we also selected
one real-world example. We afxed an accelerometer to a mailbox
and recorded the signal in the same manner as above. The USPS
logo was already retrorefective, and so we use that in conjunction
with our system at 60m. The signal of someone depositing a letter
into the mailbox is shown in Figure 7 (see also Video Figure).
In both experiments, we found that although the Vibrosight++
signal is considerably more coarse and noisy than an actual accelerometer, the fdelity is more than sufcient to power most uses
(e.g., it is very apparent when the mailbox door is opened). Additionally, we found that our vibrometer signal has persistent lowfrequency components due to ambient vibrations and optical noise,
which we remove with digital bandpass flters in our later applications. Overall, we believe this to be a very strong result given that
our system is sensing at a distance (vs. being afxed to the object
and requiring local power).

6

EVALUATION

There are many factors that afect the sensitivity of our system,
including retrorefector type, laser color, retrorefector color, retrorefector angle, and distance from the sensor. It was not possible to
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Figure 8: The 16 exemplary retrorefectors we used in our evaluations - A to G are micro-prism tapes and flms, H to N are
retrorefective prism arrays, and O and P are large single prisms. We selected A, B, E, and M for our in-depth motion and
vibration evaluation.
test all combinations of these parameters, and so instead, we investigated each factor sequentially. Our data was collected in daylight,
between midday and late afternoon. While great care and efort was
spent to ensure all measurements were as comparable as possible,
operating in an uncontrolled outdoor environment meant some
variability in our measurements was unavoidable. Small inconsistencies arose from e.g., the sun changing angle over the duration
of an experiment, variations in haze, and even light paths moving
or oscillating due to air turbulence and temperature variation (i.e.,
mirages). Measured ambient illumination varied from 52 to 84 klux
over the course of our experiments. Nonetheless, the main trends
are readily apparent (e.g., signal decreases as retrorefector angle
increases), and thus we encourage readers not to place emphasis
on any one reading.

6.1

Test Retrorefectors

We selected 16 markers and retrorefective materials (Figure 8) that
were representative of the wide variety of retrorefective we found
in our survey. Retrorefector A and B are commercial retrorefective
tapes that can be adhered to any surface. C through F are commercial trafc cones and bollards that have a tape-like refective
material bonded to their surface. G is an aluminum sign with a
retrorefective layer (also tape-like). H is a metal-bodied road stud
with an inset plastic retrorefector of small prisms. I through N are
also molded plastic prism arrays (various sizes, shapes, colors, and
quality). Finally, O and P are large prism retrorefectors typically
used in surveying. As described in Principles of Operation, there
are also two common ways to make retrorefective materials, using
beads or prisms. For reference, A-E uses beads, while retrorefectors
F-P use prisms. In general, prism-based retrorefectors are generally
considered to be more efcient, which was confrmed with our later
tests. We also found that signals from the same type of retrorefectors varied quite a lot across construction quality (plastics used,
mirror surface fnish, etc.).

6.2

Test Apparatus

To provide a controlled motion and vibration signal, we use the
same 54cm diameter speaker, powered by a 600W amplifer, as
described in Section 5.7. As before, diferent retrorefectors were
afxed to the center of the speaker, and actuated with signal driven
by a laptop. Given that our tests ranged up to 920 meters, in outdoor
conditions, we decided to load our signal generation apparatus into
a van for mobility (Figure 9). The engine was turned of during tests
so as not to introduce any extraneous vibrations.

6.3

Figure 9: We loaded our signal generation apparatus into a
van for mobility, which allowed us to test various distances
in outdoor conditions.

Laser Color

To explore if wavelength of light had a signifcant efect on SNR, we
tested three diferent 200mW lasers: red (650nm), green (532nm),
and infrared (940nm). Unlike the other experiments in this section,
all measurements were completed without an optical bandpass
flter. Retrorefector J (clear plastic) was used at a distance of 32m.
We did not observe any signifcant diference in signal strength,
measuring 0.15V, 0.19V, and 0.17V for the red, green and infrared
lasers respectively. For all subsequent experiments, the red laser

Reflectance [V]
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Figure 10: Refection intensity of our 16 exemplary retrorefectors at 6 angles. Refer to Figure 8 for letter mappings.
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Figure 11: Refection intensity of 13 retrorefectors at 7 distances. Refer to Figure 8 for letter mappings.
was used for ease of visual debugging. We note it may be ideal to
use infrared lasers in the future, as they are invisible to humans.

6.4

Refector Color

Although markers can be purchased in many diferent colors, they
are most often red, orange, or clear (white) in urban use cases. This
color efect is achieved with a semi-translucent, tinted plastic cover
material, which passes a desired color through (and refects it back
out) but attenuates other wavelengths. For this test, we purchased
a matched set of four colored retrorefectors. Using our red laser,
we measured their refectance at 32m. Unsurprisingly (given we
are using a red laser), the red retrorefector had the strongest signal
at 0.34V, followed closely behind by the clear (0.24V) and orange
(0.23V) retrorefectors. Signal then drops of signifcantly as we
move along the color spectrum, with the green retrorefector at
0.01V and no measured signal with our blue retrorefector.

6.5

Refector Angle

In general, the design of retrorefectors means that they are most
efcient at refecting when perpendicular to a light source, with
refectively dropping of as the angle of incidence increases. To
measure this across our set of 16 exemplary retrorefectors, we
investigated all angles between 0° and 75° in 15° steps, where 0°
represent the laser being perpendicular to the retrorefector. We

performed all angle tests at 32m distance and indoors with consistent lighting conditions. As expected, we found the higher angle of
incidence, the weaker the signal (0° yields the highest refectance
and 75° and beyond result in almost no refectance; Figure 10).

6.6

Distance - Presence/Occlusion

For presence and occlusion detection, we wished to investigate the
maximum distance at which we can detect the refective signal (i.e.,
before it is subsumed into the noise foor). Not only does this test
measure the quality of the retrorefectors, but also how well our
sensor can pick up small changes in signal. Therefore, we had to
leave our lab and fnd a long and fat private road where we could
test the refectance at diferent distances. The longest we could
access was 920m long. We tested refectivity starting at 16m and
increasing by powers of two up to 512m. Instead of 1024m, we
used 920m as our farthest range. At each distance, we measured
the photodetector output when the retrorefector was visible and
occluded, and computed the diference (i.e., the magnitude of the
refected light). As expected, the refection intensity decreases with
distance (Figure 11). While all retrorefectors had detectable signals
at distances up to 512m, only O and P yielded measurable refections
at 920m. Indeed, there is sufcient SNR to suggest that ranges of
several kilometers should be possible with this retrorefector type.
Finally, we note that recordings from three retrorefectors (i.e., J,
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Figure 12: Received signal power from our distance-motion
experiment using fve of our exemplary retrorefectors. Refer to Figure 8 for letter mappings.

K, L) and from some other retrorefectors at the 128m range were
errorful and dropped from the graph, but the trend is still apparent.

6.7

Distance - Motion

We also investigated our system’s sensitivity to motion at diferent
distances. For this, we generated a sinusoidal displacement using
our large speaker diaphragm (0 to 2Hz, in 0.5Hz steps, three-second
duration per step, with an average physical displacement of 4cm).
We then cross-correlate the driver signal with the signal captured
by Vibrosight++ to calculate the received signal power, the result of
which is shown in Figure 12 for fve representative retrorefectors.
We found that our system is capable of detecting the motion signal
from the retrorefectors at all distances up to 512m. Again, we found
that received signal power attenuates as distance increases, and
there are diferences across retrorefectors (E and M performed
best).

6.8

Distance - Vibration

To investigate our system’s sensitivity to vibration, we conducted
another test with the same procedure as the motion test, except
that we generated a continuous swept-frequency vibration with the
speaker diaphragm (2 to 2kHz over 20 seconds). Figure 13 shows the
result, which indicates that our system is capable of detecting vibrations from retrorefectors at all distances up to 512m. The sensitivity
characteristics are very similar to the motion test, with distance
being a signifcant attenuation factor on the received signal power,
with smaller variability across retrorefectors. Retrorefectors E and
M again performed best.

6.9
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Figure 13: Received signal power from our distancevibration experiment using fve exemplary retrorefectors.
Refer to Figure 8 for letter mappings.

7

EXAMPLE USES

The practical applications for vibrometry in urban settings are
immense. Given our signal is very accelerometer-like, we can generally enable all prior applications described in innumerable papers
that have afxed powered accelerometers to objects and infrastructure. To illustrate this breadth of uses, we describe eleven example
applications spread across three signal categories. These example
applications are fully functional, powered by the detection pipelines
in Section 5.5 and 5.6. Please also see our Video Figure.

7.1

Vibration Sensing Examples

The richest of our three signal categories is vibration. This signal
allows for fne-grained detection, and more importantly, rejection
of false-positive events that do not match the characteristic spectral
signature of what we are trying to sense. We now describe four
illustrative example uses:
7.1.1 Mailbox Utilization. Using the retrorefective USPS logo on
the mailbox seen in Figure 7, it is very apparent when someone
opens the hinged door to deposit a letter. A simple incrementing
count could be used to track the number of visitors, which could
inform mailbox placement, but perhaps more interestingly, be used
to dynamically schedule pickup based on the estimated volume of
mail pieces. We note in this example, the mailbox is immediately

Main Findings

To summarize, our main fnding is that our system works in outdoor
daylight conditions at ranges of up to 512m for all retrorefectors we
tested. This means one Vibrosight++ setup could monitor a circular
area 1km in diameter. Our data also suggests that some retrorefectors could be sensed many kilometers away, assuming line of sight.
However, range will decrease signifcantly with angles of incidence
less than 45°, and if retrorefectors colors are mismatched with the
laser (though red, white, and orange all appear to work well).

Figure 14: We threshold the power of unique frequency
bands induced by a passing bus for detection.
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Figure 15: Type of vehicle can also be detected based on their distinctive frequency components.
adjacent to a road; cars passing by also induce a vibration, but this
spectral signature is very diferent and thus easily ignored.
7.1.2 Bus Arrival Detection and On-Time Performance Tracking.
Bus stops are often demarcated by a sign, which serves both riders
and drivers alike. We found that buses pulling up to a stop create
a characteristic air front that causes the sign to fex and oscillate
(Figure 14), much like a tuning fork. Smaller vehicles do not induce
the same efect. Larger vehicles, such as trucks, can produce the
same signal if they similarly decelerate to a stop next to the sign,
though this event is less typical. However, at least in some cases,
this signal could be useful to power live bus monitoring apps and
perhaps track on-time performance.
7.1.3 Trafic Flow. Roads are painted with a wide variety of markings, including lanes, turns, and pedestrian crossings. Retrorefective glass beads are often incorporated into road paint so as to make
the markings more visible at night. This means there are many millions of miles of “sensors” already installed on roads for us to use.
As one example, we used a white shoulder line for detecting passing
vehicles. The mass of a passing vehicle induces a low-frequency
oscillation of the road surface that can be easily detected and then
counted over time to measure trafc volume (Figure 16). Anecdotally, we also observed the shape of the waveform changes by
vehicle velocity and type (number of axles, vehicle weight).

vibration using the license plates of vehicles, which are retrorefective. As can be seen in Figure 15, the signals can be quite distinctive,
and we were able to train a vehicle classifer (i.e., SVM with linear
kernel) for cars, buses, and motorcycles. It may even be possible to
infer engine type (inline 4 vs. V6, diesel vs. gasoline, etc.) and RPM,
though we leave this to future work. A downside of sensing vehicles
in this manner is that it requires rapid scanning of an intersection
to fnd license plates and take a measurement, and thus it is likely
that only subsampling of vehicle type is possible.

7.2

Motion Sensing Examples

We categorize low-frequency oscillations as movement, and built
several example application classifers not using spectral data, but
rather mean power over time.
7.2.1 Block-scale Wind Monitoring. The large surface area of signs
means they tend to catch the wind, causing defection and oscillations, often at centimeter scales. Such gross changes can be easily
captured by our sensor at very long ranges. As one example, we
recorded a pole-mounted street sign afxed to a wooden utility pole
on a breezy day. Figure 17 ofers three example signals at diferent
wind intensities. We found that wind signals often appeared as
paired bumps – this is due to the wind defecting the sign one way,
and then having the sign return back to its neutral position.

7.1.4 Vehicle Type Detection. Although we observed that vehicle
type might be inferred directly from road markings (previous example), a more direct measurement is enabled by sensing engine

7.2.2 Urban Tree Health. Like signage, trees also sway in response
to wind. Interestingly, the sway frequency is correlated with leaf
cover (i.e., biomass suspended on a trunk, forming a spring-mass
system) and hydration (as water uptake afects the mass of the foliage) [12] (Figure 18). This signal could be used to detect anomalous

Figure 16: We detect peaks on the raw waveform to count
passing vehicles.

Figure 17: We can monitor wind conditions by tracking refected signal power.
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Figure 18: The water stress level of trees can be inferred by
monitoring their sway frequency [12].

tree states in the cityscape to proactively dispatch care or schedule replacement (healthy urban trees reduce air pollution, provide
shade, and beautify spaces, among many benefts). Although we
did not build a fully working version of this example application
(lacking ground-truth hydration data), we know that our system
can readily detect the sway of trees using retrorefectors found on
trunks (placed to help prevent collisions), and thus a model could
certainly be built (as has been shown with physical accelerometer
deployments [12].
7.2.3 Structural Health. IMUs have long been used to measure
the movement and vibrations of infrastructure, such as buildings
and bridges, to monitor structural health [4, 25]. A change in signal often indicates a change in physical condition, triggering an
onsite inspection. With our system, instead of having to deploy
expensive physical sensors, we can simply use retrorefectors already attached to such structures as sensors. As one example, we
recorded data from an overpass, and recorded the signals of passing
cars (Figure 19). As with our tree health example, we did not have
ground-truth data for this bridge that permitted a structural health
inference, but we believe our recorded signals demonstrate this
could be possible.

Figure 19: We can monitor bridge structural health using the
magnitude and frequency of vibrations as vehicles cross.
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Figure 20: We detect parking spot occupancy based on occlusion of ground retrorefectors.

7.3

Occlusion/Presence Sensing Examples

Our third and fnal signal category is occlusion and presence sensing. In short, when our laser beam is blocked or the retrorefector is
moved, our system sees a dramatic drop in received light intensity.
This binary signal has no spectral or intensity information, though
in some cases, the rate at which the signal turns on and of can be
used as a useful signal.
7.3.1 Parking Spot Occupancy. Parking spots in cities are a limited
resource, and many expensive sensing solutions are sold today to
mitigate this issue. However, the high costs involved (often requiring installing a limited-life powered sensor in the pavement) has
meant that publicly-owned, smart parking lots are comparatively
rare today. With our system, passive road studs placed in the center
of parking spots could be used as occlusion detectors (Figure 20).
Given the sensing range of our unit, a whole parking lot could be
sensed from a good vantage point.
7.3.2 Hyper-Local Weather Monitoring. Technologies like doppler
weather radar are excellent at estimating rainfall volume down to
areas around 1km2 in size. For more localized measurements, physical weather stations with rainfall collectors must be deployed. With
our system, we found that rainfall volume could be estimated using
the brief signal interruptions caused by droplets passing through
the laser path (Figure 21). As the distance to each retrorefector is

Figure 21: Rain intensity can be detected through tracking
the power of non-DC frequency components.
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Figure 22: We detect the road barrier’s state with a simple
threshold on the raw refectance measurement.
known (see Depth Map in Section 5.4), the density of droplets can be
estimated. This allows a single laser vibrometry base station to use
its collection of found retrorefectors to sample the local rainfall in
the immediate proximity. While we did not collect any formal data,
we also saw that fog and air pollution had an attenuating efect
on signal strength, which could power other weather-oriented use
cases.
7.3.3 Sidewalk / Road Access. Powered or manually-operated movable trafc bollards are used to regulate access to pedestrian and
vehicular routes. As these are trafc control devices, they typically
feature a retrorefective marker, which we can use to detect state
(Figure 22). With this data, we can potentially infer trafc fow to
better manage city resources (e.g., street lighting).
7.3.4 Sanitation Collection. Finally, there are many objects that
occupy the streetscape that are moveable, such as refuse dumpsters
(Figure 23). By knowing their rough parked location, our system
can scan to fnd them, and then periodically check to see if they
have been moved or taken away. Such data could be used to push
alerts to building management (e.g., “refuse collected”) and perhaps
better optimize collection schedules.

7.4

System Accuracy

All example applications in this section are fully functional, powered by the signal processing and detection pipeline discussed earlier in the paper. Please also refer to the Video Figure to see these
example applications in action and the cleanliness of the live signals.
With the data we collected during the development of these applications, we ran a basic classifcation study which demonstrated an
average accuracy of functionally 100% – all errors were instability during state transitions, which could be trivially fltered with
fne-tuned majority voting bufers. Rather than reporting this same
accuracy number for the above sections, we believe our Figure and
Video materials are more convincing. That said, there is still need
for a longer-term deployment study, which will undoubtedly yield
important insights about performance degradation over time, across
a greater variety of environmental conditions, and robustness of
the classifers in practice.

8

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK

There are several important limitations of our approach that should
be noted. The most obvious one is that our system relies on lineof-sight, which means if retrorefective signs and markers are not
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Figure 23: We detect when a dumpster is moved for collection with a simple threshold on the raw refectance measurement.

visible to our sensor, we will not be able to capture signal. Fortunately, given the incredible density of retrorefective signs and
markers distributed throughout cities, and the presence of street
poles, advantageous viewpoints should not be hard to identify.
Second, the time-multiplexed nature of our current sensing mechanism means that our system is ill-suited to sense transient events
(i.e., ones brief enough they can be missed while Vibrosight++ is
sampling other retrorefectors). Instead, our system is much better
suited for continuous events (e.g., a tree swaying in the wind) or
minute-scale changes to the environment (e.g., car parked in a spot,
dumpster being emptied). We also note that our current implementation is not fast enough to rapidly scan and locate mobile objects
(e.g., cars stopped at an intersection). While it may be possible to
improve our retrorefector search speed with a faster pan-tilt platform, we believe there is more promise in building a system with
multiple laser beams, either using several diodes or a difraction
rating, to overcome this limitation.
Third, even the longest sensing range that our system achieves
is small compared to the size of cities. To get whole-city coverage
is still going to take a lot of Vibrosight++ units with signifcant
capital and labor costs. That said, given the wide-area nature of our
technique, the cost per sensed point could be very low – perhaps
just a few dollars. Additionally, the signals our system produces are
fairly low level and ofer tremendous fexibility for future uses without having to replace the deployed physical sensors (a la "software
defned sensing" or "general purpose sensors" [28]).
Last but not least, it is important to acknowledge that our system has important privacy implications. The more that cities know
about their populations, the more the data can be used for both good
and ill efect. This is true of any powerful technology paradigm and
wide-area sensing is no diferent. Although the captured accelerometry data itself is not particularly de-anonymizing, the location of
where that data came from could be (e.g., someone’s vehicle license
plate parked in their driveway). For this reason, extreme care must
be taken with recorded data, in a similar manner to security cameras
today. Edge machine learning, where raw data is never transmitted
to the cloud and instead processed locally and aggregated, is an
obvious layer of protection that we endorse and use in many of our
other research projects. We hope to release a follow-up paper that
more deeply discusses the privacy properties of Vibrosight++ to
stimulate discussion in this area, which we believe could be valuable
for both city planners and HCI practitioners.
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CONCLUSION

We have described a new, long-range, laser sensing system called
Vibrosight++ that co-opts retrorefective signs and markers as sensors for smart city applications. This sensing approach dramatically
reduces deployment and maintenance costs, and a the same time,
generalizes across a wide array of sensing applications that can
improve cities. Our approach is mainly based on laser vibrometry
with which we can detect minute motion and vibration on retrorefectors, which often carry rich signals that can be used for trafc
sensing, vehicle type detection, infrastructure health monitoring,
and beyond. Through a series of studies, we have characterized our
system’s performance across many factors, the results of which indicate that our system provides a feasible path to practical city-scale
activity sensing for future smart cities.
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